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About This Game
You return home late from work only to hear that something has been causing chaos and panic in small cities and towns across
the country, and your town is next. Someone called ‘Sparky’ and her followers are looking for something or someone and they
have started with your home, why you are not sure but you don’t want to find out. Experience multiple levels of scare, panic and
confusion as you try to keep Sparky and her friends out of your home, react quickly to dire situations and last until sunrise.
Unlock secrets and discover the final conclusion to what could happen.
Each invader has a different quality and random events guarantee that every time you play is a unique experience.
Survive the week and don't get killed. Find the radio to gain a clue on what to do each level.
Solve the puzzle box to unlock a special ability on each level. The clue is on the wall next to it.
Unlock additional levels once the week is complete.
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sparky easter bunny hunt. sparky hunting. mr sparky huntsville. sparky hunter deck. mr sparky huntsville al. sparky's huntsville.
sperry duck hunt. mister sparky huntsville. sparky's huntsville ar. old sparky huntsville tx. sparky sparks hunting
For 2$ id say its worth it graphic arent bad almost on par with the first slenderman and for that price the game pays itself off
with 1 juymp scare.
Edit: Ok I have played a little more of this game and after a few beers standing in the living room doing nothing im thoroughly
convinced this is designed for 1 good jump scare and thats it. This game has the same satisfaction factor as 5N@Freds which
isnt much. Let me clerify all you have to do is complete a few nights of checking specific areas then flicking a light @ certain
specified areas. All in all id still recommend this game its got several jump scare scenes that are OK but this games is worth the
$2 price tag. I garantee youll get several hours out of this game and at this price its worth it.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=746856253. didnt like it. Quality little game for the price.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=A7cxIdRSlug
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